The SRV411i Small Animal Floor Scale is a sleek, innovative scale that provides years of reliable service and accurate weight data. Designed to be low profile and durable, this scale is ideal for small to medium size animals where space is a premium, yet a weighing solution is needed. The large, comfortable platform measures 26” W x 18” L and yet can be easily picked up and moved throughout a facility. The large capacity makes it possible for owners to hold their pets and still get accurate weight data on the animal. With the scale’s always on AC power supply and high-visibility display, the SRV411i is ready whenever you need to weigh an animal.

**Solid Cast Aluminum Construction** -
Durable, stable, and easy to clean.

**Low Profile design** -
Easy and safe access to weighing surface.

**Contoured base** -
Unique, beveled edges slope upwards to scale platform. The entire top of the scale, including the beveled edges, are part of the weighing surface.

**Memory Recall** -
Automatically stores the last stable weight.

**Wall Mounted Display** -
Ensures height flexibility and proper placement of easy-to-use, large digital readout.

**Serial EHR/EMR ready** -
Data output can be used to communicate with Electronic Health Records.

**AC Powered** -
AC adaptor ensures constant power for always ready usage.
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

Max Weight 440 Lb/200 Kg

Display Type 1” digit LCD

Display Resolution 0.1 Lb /.1 Kg

Accuracy 0.1% +/-1 digit of displayed resolution

Display Units Pounds / Kilograms

Power AC Wall Power Supply

UL Recognized

Memory Last stable weight is automatically stored in memory. Press RECALL to retrieve

Serial Data Output 9-pin serial data output can be used to send weight data EHR/EMR through send / get commands.

DIMENSIONS in [cm]


PACKAGING

21 LB

9.5 KG

ACCESSORIES and OPTIONS

Description Part Number
Replacement Power Adapter FRGSM06U09P1J